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Maya Prays for Rain / Susan Tarcov –J 243.5 TAR

PJ Library

"It's a sunny fall day in Maya's neighborhood, and all her neighbors are
busy with outdoor activities, from releasing young butterflies to
organizing a birthday scavenger hunt. But Maya learns that today is
Shemini Atzeret, when the Jewish community prays for rain. Rain will
ruin her neighbors' day! Maya rushes to warn them. Luckily, as her
rabbi explains to her, it turns out that she doesn't need to worry"--

[Heart] 2 [heart] / Lois Ehlert -- J E EHL

Readers of all ages will go bananas for this pun-filled and sweet story filled
with rebuses and love. Alphabet letters and bold, graphic images of fruits and
vegetables come together in this endearing and playful book that is perfect for
sharing.” --Amazon.com

Lucky Broken Girl / Ruth Behar -- J FIC BEHAR

In this unforgettable multicultural coming-of-age novel – based on the
author’s childhood in the 1960s – a young Cuban-Jewish immigrant girl is
adjusting to her new life in New York City when her American dream is
suddenly derailed. Ruthie’s plight will intrigue readers and her powerful story
of strength and resilience, full of color, light, and poignancy, will stay with
them for a long time.

Skating with the Statue of Liberty / Susan Lynn Meyer –J FIC MEYER

After having escaped with his family from Nazi-occupied France, Gustave finds a
home in New York City, still worried about Marcel, his good friend who he left behind,
and surprised to find bigotry in America, too.

A Concert in the Sand / Tami Shem-Tov and Rachella Sandbank -J E SHE

"In 1936 Tel Aviv, a boy accompanies his grandmother on a walk along the
beach, buying seltzer, looking in shops, talking with friends, and following men
with strange-shaped cases. They end by meeting violinist Bronislaw
Huberman and seeing the first performance of the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra"--Provided by publisher.

PJ Library

Purim Chicken / Margery Cuyler and pictures by Puy Pinillos -- J
249.5 CUY

It’s Purim and the animals on the farm are planning their celebration! They
decide to sing songs, wear costumes, and put on a play about Queen Esther.
It’s fun until Quack the duck, the star of their show, goes missing! Cluck the
hen must be brave like Queen Esther and go in search of Quack near the
fox’s den. But when Cluck finds Quack, the duck's feathers are ruffled from
her time with the fox. She can't perform! Will Cluck have enough courage to
play Queen Esther and save the show?

PJ Library

The Art Lesson: A Shavuot Story / Allison Marks -- J 245.5 MAR

"Shoshana loves her Thursday art lessons with Grandma Jacobs. Grandma
Jacobs teaches Shoshana how to make paper cut-outs for Shavuot, but
Shoshana's cut-outs don't look like anything at all until Grandma Jacobs helps
her find the beautiful pictures hidden in them"--Provided by publisher.

PJ Library

Caterpillar Dreams / Clive McFarland -- J E McFA

Henry the caterpillar dreams of being able to fly and decides to leave the safety
of his garden to begin his adventure.
“Written and illustrated by the award-winning creator of A Bed for Bear, Clive
McFarland, Caterpillar Dreams is the inspiring story of what can happen when
you dare to believe in yourself.”--

My Name is Aviva / Leslea Newman – J E NEW

"My name is Aviva, not Amoeba!" shouts Aviva at her teasing classmates.
Aviva is determined to change her name until she discovers where her
name comes from and why her parents chose that special name for her.

PJ Library

“It’s clever enough to make kids curious about their own given names.” –
Kirkus Review

Drop by Drop: A Story of Rabbi Akiva / Jacqueline Jules and
illustrated by Yevgenia Nayberg – J 188 JUL

“Akiva is just a poor shepherd living an ordinary life, until he falls in love with
Rachel. Rachel thinks her husband could become a great man of learning but
Akiva can't even read! Is he too old to be a scholar or can he follow the
example of the water in the nearby brook? Water is soft, yet drop by drop, it
can soften the hardest stone.” -- Amazon

Sukkot Is Coming! / Tracy Newman and illustrated by Viviana
Garofoli – J BOARD NEW

“The sixth title in popular Newman/Garofoli board book series about
Jewish holidays, this story is all about the fall harvest holiday of Sukkot.
Young readers get to see the various customs of the kid-friendly holiday,
from building a sukkah, to the tradition of shaking the lulav and etrog.”

Rosie Saves the World / Debbie Herman and illustrated by
Tammie Lyon -- J E HER

“Rosie can't wait to start doing good deeds to save the world. But as
she helps the people in her neighborhood, she is soon so busy saving
the world that she doesn't have time for her own family! It turns out,
though, that the greatest acts of tikkun olam—repairing the world—start
in her own home.” –Amazon

Moti the Mitzvah Mouse / Vivian Newman and Illustrated by Inga
Knopp-Kilpert – J E NEW

“Moti, the busy little mitzvah mouse, works all night, secretly doing good
deeds for his human family and his animal friends. Who will do a mitzvah for
Moti?” – Amazon

The Missing Letters: A Dreidel Story / Renee Londer and
illustrated by Iryna Bodnaruk – J 247.5 LON

“It's almost Hanukkah and the dreidel-maker's shop is busy. But all is not
well for the four Hebrew letters that will soon go on the wooden tops. The
Heys, the Nuns, and the Shins are jealous of everyone's favorite letter, the
Gimel. They decide to hide the Gimels so that the dreidel-maker can't use
them. But then the other letters learn that the Hanukkah story wouldn't be
complete without the Gimels! Is it too late for the missing letters to be
found?” -- Publisher

Engineer Arielle and the Israel Independence Day
Surprise / Deborah Bodin Cohen and illustrated by
Yael Kimhi Orrelle – J 259.5 COH
“Engineer Arielle drives a train in Jerusalem, just like her
great-great-grandfather. Except she drives a light rail train,
and today is a special day. It's Israel's Independence Day!
Arielle works all day taking people to their holiday
destinations—but how will Arielle celebrate?” -- Amazon
Compiled by Kelly Hovinga

